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REPROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS FOR REUSABLE MEDICAL DEVICES   

(ISO EN 17664)  

  

Device(s): Curettes and other instruments for oral hygiene, rings and instruments for matrix, all 

reusable composite application instruments supplied by MICERIUM SPA, including also assemblies 

with metal handles and  rubber or plastic  tips, excluding those with wooden handle (they cannot be 

sterilized, but only disinfected).  

Note. Wooden handles may be recognized by white or blue coloured coatings.  

WARNINGS   

Do not exceed 121°C for rubber/plastic tips.  

  

Limitations on reprocessing Repeated processing has minimal effect on the metal part of the 

instruments. Rubber tips start to deteriorate normally after 10 sterilizations.  

INSTRUCTIONS  

Point of use: Remove excess soil under running water.  

Container: No particular requirements.  

Transportation: It is recommended that instruments are reprocessed as soon as possible after using 

them.  

Preparation for cleaning:  No particular requirements.  Only for rubber and plastic tips: disassembly 

the rubber tip  and unscrew the plastic tips from the metal handle.  

Automated Cleaning: Ultrasonic Cleaner as Biosonic with general purpose liquid as UC30  

1.  Load instruments in the basket and the tips in the beaker.  

2.  Run cycle, minimum 15 minutes.  

3.  When unloading check instruments and tips for complete removal of visible soil. If necessary repeat 

cycle or use manual cleaning.  

Manual Cleaning: Detergent (alcohol), disposable tissue, running water  

Method:  

1. Rinse excess soil from instrument.  

2. Using disposable tissue, apply detergent solution to all surfaces.  

3. Rinse under clean running water   

Disinfection: Disinfectant solution may be used in accordance with label instructions. Clean the 

instruments with a disposable tissue and disinfectant solution (as FD322  – DÜRR DENTAL), and 

leave them in an antibacterial disinfectant solution (as Peroxil or Vircon) for 10 minutes   

Drying: When drying is achieved as part of a washer disinfector cycle do not exceed 121°C for 

rubber/plastic tips and 134°C for matrix rings.  

Maintenance: No particular requirements   

Inspection and Function - Testing: All instruments: Visually inspect for damage and wear: eliminate 

broken or deteriorated rubber tips    

Packaging: Single: A standard packaging material may be used. In sets: Instruments may be loaded 

into dedicated instrument trays, or general-purpose sterilization trays. Place rubber tips in trays from 

where they cannot overflow.   

Wrap the trays using appropriate method.  

Sterilization: Vacuum autoclave. Rapid cycle: Metal handle: 3 min. at 134°C; Rubber/plastic tips: 15 

min. at 121°C.  

Storage: No particular requirements.  

Additional Information: When sterilizing multiple instruments in one autoclave cycle ensure that the 

sterilizer's maximum load is not exceeded.  

Manufacturer contact: See brochure for telephone and address of local representative or telephone  

(+39) 0185 7887870   

  

The instructions provided above have been validated by the medical device manufacturer as being 

CAPABLE of preparing a medical device for re-use. It remains the responsibility of the processor to 

ensure that the processing as actually performed using equipment, materials and personnel in the 

processing facility achieve the desired result. This requires validation and routine monitoring of the 

process. Likewise any deviation by the processor from the instructions provided should be properly 

evaluated for effectiveness and potential adverse consequences.  


